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“Fashion is not art, it is 
industry”

Jean Muir



Related Fashion 

Services
Advice on garment coordination

Cosmetic surgery

Tattoos

Hairdressing

Garment alteration, cleaning, 

repairs

Sun tanning

CLOTHING

Underwear...Outerwear

Formal……..Informal

Bespoke… ..Ready-made

Natural……..Man-made

Fashion-related 

products

Shoes   Hats   Hosiery   

Jewellery   Belts   Bags

Scarves   Cosmetics

Fragrances   Wigs

USAGE SITUATIONS

Work/School

Leisure

Domestic

FASHION PRODUCTS 

AND SERVICES



START your 
Fashion 
Business

⚫Begin to identify a specific market area and customer for your 
fashion vision. 

⚫Designers can create an imaginary situation where characters are 
involved in a plot, journey or scenario. 

⚫Discovering a particular theme to follow it could be the starting 
point of the collection, defining colours, fabrics and shapes is the 
fatal consequence. 

⚫Creativity is a subjective issue as all fashion expresses a creative 
vision and process.



CREATE  
collection

⚫A collection is a range of garments and 
accessories that are designed and produced for 
sale to retailers or direct to customers.

⚫Inspiration comes from a trend, theme or 
design direction reflecting cultural and social 
influences.

⚫



Key 
Marketing 
Functions

Collection

structrure

STYLE

SILHOUETTE

FABRIC

S

ACESSORIES

COLOURS

Distribution

Collection structure elements



⚫But fashion fulfills more than just a basic need 
of clothing and home furnishings.

⚫Fashion fulfills a need to reflect an image of 
oneself to the world.



The Fashion 
Marketing 
Concept

FASHION 

DESIGN

DESIGN

CENTRED

FASHION 

MARKETING

CONCEPT

FAILURE MARKETING

CENTRED

High

Low

CUSTOMER AND PROFIT 



Two Views of Fashion Marketing

Sample 
statements

Assumption

Orientation

Alleged 
drawbacks

Design should be based 
solely on marketing 
research

Make what we can sell

Marketing centred

Bland designs

Stifles creativity

Fashion 

marketing  is the 

same as 

promotion

Sell what we can 

make

Design centred

High failure rates

Relies on intuition



Fashion Marketing Functions

Fashion 

Marketing

Positioning

Trends

Forecasting

Pricing

Promotion

Tendences

Social influence

Sales network



Trends and Forecasting

• Existing and emerging trends constantly provide stimulus and 
trend information is seen as a key element across all the 
creative industries.

• Traditionally, trends have been identified and packaged for 
designers as forecasting packages, where colours fabrics, 
yarns, silhouette and graphics are collated in to books or 
presented online and used to predict key looks for the 
forthcoming season. 



Trendstop



WGSN



Trendzoom



Fabrics Fair

• A key part of the designer’s role is sourcing fabrics visiting 
trade fairs , twice a year, before the start of the following 
season to source the newest fabrics, accessories and 
trimmings.

• A valid help also comes from trend areas shown inside fabric 
fair, where it is possible to see a preview of newest and last 
tendences and getting important ideas for the next collection.
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Trendy Dresses Fall-Winter 2018-2019

• The dress is most famous garment of the female wardrobe. 
Moreover, this statement can be attributed equally to summer 
fashion season, and to the winter. Millions of women opt for 
dresses because they are practical, comfortable and universal. 
That is why dresses always occupied the front in all fashion 
shows. The new cold season is no exception – there were 
many dresses designs in various executions. It’s time to find 
out what dresses are in fashion fall-winter 2018-2019 seasons 
according to designers and fashion houses.



The new cold season gave us an enormous variety of all kinds of dresses designs. The brands 
have demonstrated us simple traditional casual outfits, office outfits, and wonderful evening 
options. If we study the catwalks, we could see that designers didn’t want to highlight certain 
designs. Virtually in any collection can be found classic pencil dresses, asymmetrical designs in 
futuristic style. Although, every clothing line had its “favorite” dress design. 



Cut and design
The new cold season gave us an enormous variety of all kinds of dresses designs. The brands have 
demonstrated us simple traditional casual outfits, office outfits, and wonderful evening options. If we 
study the catwalks, we could see that designers didn’t want to highlight certain designs. Virtually in 
any collection can be found classic pencil dresses, asymmetrical designs in futuristic style. 



FLOOR LENGTH DRESSES FALL-WINTER 2018-2019



TRENDY MAXI DRESSES
The office style with the most popular modern trend – transparency. As a result, we can see transparent 
maxi dresses with collars. That such bold decisions are not suitable for office style, but are ideal to go to 
a party.



BUSTIER DRESS FALL-WINTER 2018-2019
Classic dresses with bustier did not leave us either. These delightful designs, which bare the female 
shoulders, the cleavage and neck area, can be found in the collections of Oscar de la Renta, Givenchy and 
several other brands. We can see that the “bustier” may be present in the most varied dresses designs.



Fabric
Here the designers were also very generous. We have chiffon, leather, knit, tweed, mesh, knitted fabrics, 
velvet, satin, fur and even quilted fabrics. The choice is so rich that to those who can not decide, designers 
recommend simultaneously combining several fabrics in attire. Such sightings aren’t a rarity in modern 
fashion.





Color range
We were also impressed by the range of colors of fashion dresses. The fans of “brilliant” outfits will 
certainly like the items, made with metallic luster





Prints
The leader of the season became the geometric print.





Décor
When it comes to decor elements, designers are able to do all sorts of unseen experiments. Here we list the 
following: rich baroque embroidery, the Richelieu technique, all kinds of frills and jabots and a very rich choice 
of metal trimming.





Embroidery and floral applications
We have to necessarily mention floral embroidery and applications, which were in abundance in 
presentations of AW/17-18. It seems that designers will by no means say goodbye to sunny and bright 
summer colors. Certainly and fashionistas will share the same feeling, because who would not want to be a 
little closer to summer in the cold winter days.



Excessive candidness
Women, who follow the fashion trends, certainly have noticed that modesty and simplicity are history. From now 
on, designers’ favorite patterns are those rebellious, bold and sometimes arrogant


